
About the energy and function 
of different stones 

 



High quality tiger eye from Brazil 

We guarantee that every tiger eye tower will shine. Yellow tiger eye stone is 
a symbol of wealth, which is helpful to attract unexpected wealth or partial 
wealth; corresponding to the navel chakra, it can bring warmth to the 
human body, improve cold symptoms, asthma and bronchitis, strengthen 
bones and joints, stabilize nerves, and regulate the physical discomfort 
caused by overeating. 

 



Labradorite 

High quality labradorite from Canada. According to the legend, when the 
moon is full, you can meet a good lover with labradorite stone, because it 
can attract a beautiful romantic love like moonlight.  It has the energy 
characteristics of steady, firm and long wavelength. For those who are 
prone to fatigue and often lack of physical strength, it is helpful to 
strengthen vitality and enhance physical strength and endurance. 

 



Astrophylite 
High quality astrophylite from china ,We guarantee that every astrophylite 
tower will shine. Because the unique pattern is also called fireworks stone, 
which shines with blue light. Holding the Astrophylite stone and sitting still 
helps to improve the frequency of the whole body, strengthen the 
perspective and insight of things, and avoid being confused by the 
appearance of things.

 



White Crystal from China 

It is regarded as a complex with all energy. Few people can really 
understand the power it has, but all people can adapt to its energy. It also 
never stings its own magnetic field, helping people to purify the magnetic 
field of chaos in the whole body, and improving the positive magnetic field. 
It can balance all forces and purify the negative energy around.

 



Rose quartz from Madagascar 

Rose quartz mainly develops the Heart chakra, enhances the heart and 
lung function to be strong. It can relax the tension, weaken the fidgety 
mood, help to go deep into the heart, find out self perception, and enhance 
the pink light in your aura. Pink is the color of Venus, a symbol of love, 
showing love. It can increase the love relationship and attract the best love 
stone.

 



Sodalite form Russia 
Sodalite is a good healing stone. Its energy is thick, stable and soft, which 
can bring people a peaceful feeling. It corresponds to the throat chakra, 
which can help people experience higher level energy, express thoughts 
and feelings more freely, eliminate anger, inhibit infection, inflammation and 
fever. Sodalite is said to relieve depression caused by fear of criticism or 
rejection.

 



Lapis from Afghanistan 

Lapis, corresponding to the eyebrow brow chakras , can alleviate the 
symptoms of insomnia and anxiety, and has a good therapeutic effect on 
headache and dizziness. Lapis lazuli has a powerful spiritual power, has a 
super purification effect, can dispel the evil around, can ward off evil spirits 
and pray for blessings, put lapis lazuli in the eyebrows, and can enhance 
the sixth sense of people 

 



Obsidian from China 

Obsidian is one of all crystals. A kind of crystal with the strongest 
absorptivity. It can quickly absorb the nearby miscellaneous gas or negative 
energy into its inner invisible space. It can cause excessive energy in the 
human body to the base chakras and relieve discomfort. Obsidian can 
enhance vitality, restore people spirit and physical strength, and have a 
good balance effect on the brain overused office workers and creative 
workers. It can strengthen kidney, absorb disease gas, improve sleep, and 
cure alcoholism, smoking and drug addiction 

 



Amethyst from Brazil 
Amethyst corresponding to the crown chakra and brow chakra, can gather 
energy for people, adjust the scattered spiritual force, to achieve the effect 
of concentration. Amethyst is the &quot;Guardian stone of love&quot;. 
Amethyst represents the deep love between lovers or husband and wife. It 
represents the meaning of loyalty and courage. Amethyst corresponds to 
the top wheel and eyebrow wheel. It can gather energy for people, adjust 
the scattered spiritual force, and achieve the effect of concentration 

 



Leopard grain from China 
It is from the northern mountain range of Mount Everest, the world highest 
peak. It is used for sacrifice. Its function is unclear. It is said that it can 
communicate with gods 

 



Fluorite from China 

Green fluorite: one of the most stable emotional forces, absorbing the 
negative gas field in the human body. Purple fluorite: Purple fluorite can 
eliminate toxins and provide immunity .Colorless fluorite: natural colorless 
fluorite can be the first choice to repair the gas field, can make people gas 
field full of vitality, can make people spirit glow, and can make the original 
fuzzy thoughts clear. 

 



Smoky quartz from Brazil 

Smoky quartz is a stable crystal. For those who are prone to grumpiness, 
nervousness or hyperactivity, the use of smoky quartz has a stable effect. 
Because lt mainly develops base chakra, it has a significant enhancement 
effect on men sexual function. For women, it can also mediate blood gas 
and strengthen the effect on women diseases. Promote the development of 
regeneration ability, make wound healing faster, enhance immunity, activate 
cells, restore youth, and have the effect of rejuvenation. 

 



Strawberry Quartz from Madagascar 

Strawberry crystal has pure energy and strong magnetic field. It can 
stabilize the body magnetic field, thereby increasing its charm and 
attractiveness, attracting more attention from the opposite sex,Strawberry 
crystal can make people become active. Strawberry crystal is a kind of 
active crystal. It can change our magnetic field and heart through energy, 
and change the lazy form from inside to outside, so that people will become 
more active and active from then on 

 



Black Tourmaline from Brazil 

The black tourmaline is the best mineral of the base chakra, helping you 
disperse and transfer negative energy, protecting you from damaging 
forces such as mind attacks and negative entities. Transform your own 
negative thoughts and get rid of negative, worrying, unworthy and self 
doubt feelings 

 



Amazonite from China 

Amazonite is a gem of confidence, which is helpful to get rid of negative 
energy, with lucky, speculative and dangerous energy. amazonite has a 
very good therapeutic effect on human bones. Some osteoporosis and 
calcium deficiency caused by metabolism are alleviated, and amazonite is 
helpful for human body to store calcium, especially muscle spasm caused 
by calcium deficiency Resistance effect 

 


